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Introduction

Who We Are
Frank About Women is a global think tank
with a mission to make advertising and
communications more effective, relatable and
enjoyable for both advertisers and women.
We investigate the far from obvious, challenge
assumptions and deliver provocative insights
and ideas that help brands build meaningful
relationships with real women.
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Frank About Women was founded 14 years
ago by MullenLowe with a mission to help
marketers better understand how to connect
with women through creative, effective
communications. Women are expected
to control two-thirds of global consumer
wealth in the coming decade, but nine out of
ten women feel that brand communication
strategies often fail to connect with them in
the right way. This gap in communications was
the impetus for the initial development of the
Frank About Women brand and consultancy to
address the issue head-on.

Introduction

Overview
Mums still control up to 85% of home purchases
and wield an estimated annual buying power
in the trillions. By 2017, spending in the baby
care category is set to reach a phenomenal
£46 billion, as well as £24 billion in China.
Brands cannot afford to base their marketing
strategies on perceived wisdom; a nuanced
and empathetic understanding of mothers’
wants and needs is vital. With that in mind,
we set about exploring all aspects of the
experience of motherhood; from her private
worries and external pressures to the brands
and products she leans on for support. While
some things remain universally true, we
uncovered a variety of market differences
which reveal a diverse picture of motherhood
and mums’ lives beyond parenting.

What Did We Do?
Frank About Women conducted a Global
Motherhood Survey using online opt-in panel
sources from February to March 2016 in the
following markets:
• Australia
• China
• Colombia
• India
• U.K.
• U.S.
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Samples of approximately 300 respondents
per country were interviewed for a total
n=1,800. To qualify for the study, respondents
had to have a child between the ages of 0 and
2 years, meaning they were either expecting
or had given birth recently. Results were then
weighted to age, education and education and
employment status according to Gfk Roper
Reports Worldwide benchmarks.
We also took a look at some secondary
information that could influence how we
interpret the survey data. For example,
the average age of the a first-time mum by
country proved to be an interesting variable,
because the amount of ‘life experience’ one
brings to becoming a mum can affect the
decision-making process, as well as one’s
general level of self-confidence.
Although in the UK we're inundated by
an overly concerned tabloid press with
worries about our increasingly late onset
reproduction, it’s interesting to note that
the same is also true globally.

The average global age of
a first-time mum has risen
almost three years, from
26.2 to 28.9.1

Introduction

We also explored each of our markets’ public
policies on maternity leave as another factor
with the potential to shape the landscape of
our findings. The amount of time a woman has
to recover from birth and bond with her child
may directly correlate with her stress levels,
her confidence in approaching motherhood
and her sense of joy during the early stages
of her journey. Not mentioning any names,
eh, US?

12 weeks unpaid

12 weeks paid

12 weeks paid

14 –22.5 weeks partially paid

52 weeks partially paid

52 weeks partially paid
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Introduction

Why is this different to all the other
white papers you’ve read?
We get it, your inbox is brim-full of gender
politics and parenting polemics. You feel
the pressure of a demanding audience with
shifting values.
We wanted to provide a report that speaks
squarely from the hearts and minds of new
parents to get closer to their dissatisfaction
with traditional brand relationships and their
fleeting loyalty. We’ve tried to explore what it’s
like for mums under pressure to get everything
right when, even though she might not claim
to seek perfection, she battles with the sense
that everything rides on her performance.

So, here is your crib sheet:
• Build a relationship with mum pre-birth, 		
based on encouragement and confidence 		
as the best way to ensure a long-lasting 		
brand affinity
• Provide her with products or services 		
that either simplify the newfound chaos of
motherhood or offer her moments of peace
• Remind her of the value of self-care and
	 self-love, and help her to make it work
• Be able to engage in a peer-to-peer 		
‘frexpert’ dialogue with her when
	 called upon
• Work with her desire to be a good mum
and the sense of positive challenge in 		
parenting rather than her insecurities.
(Be there to acknowledge the everyday 		
heroics and provide transparent,
	 friendly advice)
• Work with the whole ‘family’ (dads, 		
grandmothers, friendship communities); 		
they are her closest advisors and a crucial 		
part of the equation
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Introduction

The Global Motherhood Glossary
Mum-muscle
noun
1. The specialised strength of intuitive 		
parenting or the mental muscle memory 		
passed down from generations.
This may be evident within mums’ whole 		
body, an appendage such as her 			
dominant arm or, concentrated within
a “look” or expression.
“She just flashed her mum-muscle and I 		
knew better than to talk back.”

frexpert
noun
1. One who feels familiar because of shared 		
ideas/values
2. One who may offer sound advice based on
common goals “Let me quickly Snapchat 		
with a frexpert about this smelly sippy-cup I
need to de-funk.”
adjective
3. Qualifier of friendly advice
"I just got some frexpert advice on 		
extending the 5-second rule!”

mumtectonics
noun
Theory of explaining the structure of mum’s
skill set and parenting style and associated
phenomena as resulting from the interaction
of varying sets of influence, pressure, both
wanted or unsolicited advice, and cultural
expectations that move slowly over the
underlying mantle of sleep deprivation.
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discount dance
noun
1. A dance of delight (much to the chagrin of
spouse/child) done in the aisle of a 		
retail setting upon scoring a great deal or 		
regailing other frexperts with a discount 		
story to dramatic effect.
“I just about broke out my discount dance 		
over the BOGOFs in Boots”.

Chapter_01

Perception vs. Reality
Impending motherhood: what a sweet and
magical time. A time when mums are typically
imagining themselves and their bundles of joy
in the perfect Instagram filter; basking in
warm light, surrounded by soft and beautifully
coordinated things, singing lullabies in three
languages (because, you know, babies are
impressed by polyglots). It’s a time when
anything and everything is possible.
But within that same positive ambiguity lies
some very real uncertainty, some of which
is fueled by the press and society at large.
“Breast or bottle?” “Should I find out the
gender?” “Will my baby be healthy?” “What
if my baby girl looks like my father-in-law?”
“Why is this random stranger touching my
belly?” .
In the midst of the swirling anxiety, we
thought it would be interesting to know
whether prebirth worry is well-founded or
misplaced. We focused on pregnant mums’
perceived challenges of having babies and
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then captured the reality of those challenges
via new mums. As it turns out, in most cases
worries were overblown. We measured 10
common pregnancy worries, and for all but
one, the prebaby worry was far greater than
the postbaby reality. Don’t get us wrong:
motherhood is hard, but it’s the fear of the
unknown that fuels a mum’s anxiety.
But here’s where it gets real: sleep. Yes, it’s
true - globally, pregnant women report that
worry about lack of sleep is their No. 2 fear
(after their fear of not being a good mother).
All other fears, such as breastfeeding,
balancing household responsibilities, partner/
spouse relationships and baby-related
expenses drop in importance by as much as
73% after birth.2 However, once the baby
arrives, a mum’s worst fears are confirmed:
Lack of sleep rises as the top concern. Global
mums said that after the baby arrives, worry
over getting enough sleep even trumps worry
over being a good mum by 71.3%.3

Chapter_01

New Mothers’ Expectations vs. Experience
Worried during pregnancy

Harder than expected after birth

Gap

Being a good mother
Keeping my baby safe and healthy
Finding the right baby supplies
Breastfeeding/nursing my baby
Changing my routine
Affording baby expenses

65

31
49

22

Balancing household chores/responsibilities
Lack of sleep

-24
54

38

-14

55

39
43
38

-16

54

40

Balancing my career/work responsibilities
My relationship with my spouse/partner

-27

44

20

-34

-16

52

-9

42

-4
51

55

-4
59
61

+2

Why should brands care?
The stakes seem impossibly high when it comes to motherhood. There’s so much to
navigate, and all mums just want their babies to be healthy and feel loved. But mums are
human too and may judge themselves harshly because everything is important (or so it
seems). Smart brands will support and grow a mum's confidence prebirth rather than play
on her insecurities. Simply understanding the gap between prebirth and postbirth can help
you navigate a bond with her rather than just selling to her. Feed her sense of balance, or
offer her ways to simplify with relevant and tangible brand or product benefits. Increase
her feeling of success along the way; build a relationship for life.
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Chapter_02

A Good Mum? Yes I am!
Being a good mum dominates the list of
pre-birth concerns globally, but the qualities
that constitute a ‘good mum’ differ within
each market; the lens of performance is often
subjective. Being patient and nurturing topped
the list in almost all markets, whereas being
confident in your abilities rose to the top in
Australia, India, Colombia and the UK. Of all
the countries surveyed, it was Australian and
British mums that were least likely to secondguess their parenting skills.
83% of mums in the UK think they’re good
or excellent parents, making us amongst the
most relaxed about our abilities globally.4
We saw an interesting correlation in selfperception in the US; working mums were
62% more likely to report that they are doing
an excellent job mothering compared to their
nonworking counterparts.5 As we seem to be
inching towards a “career first” society, we
don’t always place appropriate value on the
role of motherhood relative to career. The
‘mum-muscle’ may have atrophied.
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All the data indicated that being a ‘cheerleader
mum’ is no longer an aspiration. Mums today
feel that being ‘energetic’ is less important.
This could be a reflection of the growing
trend towards having children later; older
and wiser mums may have more confidence
to take a step back rather than trying to keep
up with and control every tiny aspect of their
children’s development.
In the UK especially, there is a movement
away from ‘helicopter parenting’;
the importance of allowing children the
freedom to grow and experience life for
themselves is a societal zeitgeist that
many brands are hitching their strategy
wagons to. Expect to see more ‘free-range
parenting’ brand narratives in the future.

Chapter_02

Which of the following characteristics are most
important when it comes to being a good mum?
Total

Patient
Confident in abilities
Organized
A good listener/observer
Selfless
Flexible
Relaxed
Energetic
Open-minded
Informed
Fun
Strict

Australia

China

Colombia

India

U.K.

U.S.

53

56

66

49

38

52

59

33

36

23

45

29

41

26

26

29

21

40

24

26

16

26

22

32

38

27

16

19

19

22

11

14

18

21

28

18

18

14

7

22

23

26

18

23

18

4

22

27

17

16

9

29

13

30

7

10

14

14

16

9

14

14

19

14

7

4

29

17

13

13

12

9

10

17

12

13

9

7

2

8

13

9

4

8

Why should brands care?
Now is the time to herald mums’ freedom to navigate parenting on their own terms and
acknowledge the everyday miracles which that entails. It’s this ability to celebrate the
everyday that has propelled mum bloggers and Instagrammers into the hearts of their peers.
They’ve had to pat themselves on their own backs as everyone else took them for granted.
As The Times columnist Caitlin Moran muses on the astonishing everyday miracle that is
breastfeeding:
“Just to, again, get this into perspective – when the most magic man who ever
lived, Jesus, turned water into wine once, for one party, people went on about
it for 2,000 years”.
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Chapter_03

Learning to Love Yourself
“You can only love others as
much as you love yourself.”
Brene Brown, Author 'Gifts of Imperfection' and TED speaker.

Mums globally struggle to reconcile the
balance between selflessness and self-care.
For the most part, they are equally divided on
whether a child’s needs should come before
that of the mother’s (or indeed her spouse’s).
Indian mums feel the need for self-sacrifice
most keenly; they are 36 times more likely
than mums in Australia to agree on this point.6
By contrast, two thirds of Australian mums
believe that their needs should be the priority.7

Australia

China

Mom
comes
first.
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U.S.

UK mums stand out for prioritising the
needs of their children above those of their
partners – 64% would do so no matter
what.8 What’s more, UK mums report
being 46% more interested in sleep than
their post-baby relationships and that even
household responsibilities trumped their
partner on the list of priorities by 30%.9 10

U.K.

Colombia

India

Child
comes
first.

Chapter_03

Now we know that giving yourself the attention
you deserve is not all about nurturing your
romantic relationships or that the practical
demands of childcare can be ignored, but these
are figures that beg a couple of questions. Why
don’t we put greater value on our own needs?
Would the stats be mirrored by our spouses?
And does such a bullseye target on baby make
for happy mums and households?

Why should brands care?
Brands have a fantastic opportunity here to remind mums of the value of self-worth and
self-care, particularly with a view to helping them enjoy their new role as a mother
and nurture their spousal relationship and by recognising the role of every member of
the household in raising baby.
Frank About Women would love to see a day when mum isn’t overwhelmed with guilt about
getting a pedicure, a day when going to a yoga class doesn’t require an apology or when
simply having an hour alone in her own home for some mental floss is a regular occurrence
and not a negotiated event.
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Chapter_04

The Size of the Prize
Most mums find it difficult to repress the urge
to compare their child’s development to that
of other children. Three-quarters of mums
globally admit to this,11 with Chinese mums in
particular saying they make comparisons 90%
of the time.12 It is natural for mums to need to
see growth and success in context, if only to
set some benchmarks for what constitutes
‘normal’ development. But, market to market,
mums interpret success differently. We asked
mums whether it is the individual rate of
development (“My 4-month-old never misses
Newsnight!”) or the end result that feels most
important:

pace;13 mothers in China and India, however,
are 95% more likely than the average mum to
encourage their children to reach milestones
ahead of schedule.14 The Tiger Mum continues
her reign!

Agree: Top Two Box
Parents should encourage their kids to achieve
skills and milestones ahead of schedule, as this
will help them be more successful in the future.
Global average

18%

China/India

More than three-quarters of mums overall
felt that children should learn at their own
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}

95% difference

51%

Chapter_04

Once again Australia and the UK stood
out as being the most relaxed, with just
10% of Australian15 and 14% of UK mothers
considering it important for children
to hit milestones ahead of ‘schedule’.16
Interestingly, though, these same markets
place the most value (in spending terms)
on education tools and equipment which
could suggest that they're not being entirely
genuine with such a laissez-faire assertion.
Whatever the approach may be, neither
focus is incorrect; it’s simply a matter of
understanding how different cultures view
achievement and therefore the role of mums in
helping children thrive and succeed.
Access to technology in early childhood is
overall considered an advantage; it is one of
many resources that can be called upon to fuel
learning and development and often a handy
parenting tool. When questioned, mums agree

that technology is a useful tool but shouldn’t
be used in place of parenting. Mums think that
technology is good but so are fresh air and
imaginative play. In fact, 60% felt that children
shouldn’t be exposed to technology at an early
age.17
In the UK we sit somewhere in the middle of
the field with 59% of parents limiting their
child’s access to technology as they believe
it can harm their development.18
Other markets like Colombia are more
concerned.

Why should brands care?
Marketers need to take heed of differing perceptions on how best to support child
development. Localised cultural norms influence the metrics mums set and it is important
to understand that some markets focus more on speed and using all tools available to gain
ground, while others look for more balance and quality of learning. Regardless of style,
educational tools are highly prized and seen as worth splashing out on. How can your brand
help parents to educate and help their child to learn at the pace they set for them?
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Chapter_05

Mumtectonics:
The Dynamics of Influence
Mums have to negotiate a variety of
external influences which each add their
own pressures and contribute to a feeling of
information overload. The top three external
sources of pressure were reported to be: 1)
spouse/partner, 2) mother/mother-in-law and
3) their own experiences of being parented.19
After we account for the top three obvious
influences on mum and her parenting style,
we’re seeing the rise of the “frexpert”: those
voices that she finds via social or online
channels. Whether she relies on an actual
friend, another mother, a mum-blogger or a
source of socially shared information, mum
now has a cadre of POVs she can access
fluidly. Can you even remember a time when
your feed wasn’t full of Mini-Me’s? Our
research found that 69% of mums globally
share baby photos on social media; a number
that feels somewhat conservative.20
While social media/blogs’ importance only
ranked ninth out of a list of 10 influences,21 81%
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of mums state that “other mothers” are the
single biggest influence on the brands they
buy.22 And 79% say they regularly give mums
or mums-to-be advice on what brands to
buy.23 It’s like a civic duty!
Both UK and Australian mums attempt to
keep this information onslaught at armslength; they were 66 times more likely, on
average, to say it’s best not to consume too
much information during pregnancy as it
causes stress.24
55% of UK mothers now avoid consuming
too much information during pregnancy.25
So, have mums finally reached a point of
information saturation? Perhaps in response
to this, mums are looking increasingly
inwards for guidance rather than the media;
only 12% of UK mums say they turn to social
media and blogs for information which is
the second lowest in the world.26

Chapter_05

Pressures can come from the most wellmeaning sources, and those that are more
difficult to avoid. In India, nine out of ten
mums surveyed live with extended family,
and 74% live with their in-laws.27 While this
means extra support, it can come at a cost.
Over half of expectant Indian mums worry
about their ability to exert their own views on
child rearing,28 and 30% of those mums say
it was even harder than expected once the
baby was born.29 In contrast, 75% expressed
a desire to receive more input and help from
their husbands.30 All this despite mums in India
expressing a sense of newfound liberation and
power that is driven by a cultural sea change;
they are finding their voices and becoming
more confident as mums and in their ability to
exert their will each day.

Why should brands care?
Brands and marketers must recognise
and understand the varying degrees
of pressure being exerted on mums
by a diverse range of influences.
Influences creating unique and varied
‘mumtectonics’ in every household.
This means being sensitive to information
overload and approaching comms with
a tone of voice that never borders on
judgement or bossiness.
With 56% of mothers saying that
they need better ways to simplify and
organise their lives there is good reason
to help carry the load rather than adding
to it.31
At best, comms should echo the peerto-peer interactions these mothers are
having with their friends and partners
which strike a balance between being
supportive and genuinely helpful.
Brands could capitalise on, or be undone
by, mums inclinations to share what
works and what doesn’t with her friend
network. Most importantly – brands
need to be looking to offer ways to help
simplify the cluttered, chaotic lives of
these new mums.
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Chapter_06

What Brands
Do Mums Trust?
Most mums see clear opportunities for saving
versus splurging; the global recession is not a
thing of the past by any means. The perceived
importance of a baby item is directly related
to the mum’s willingness to invest or ‘splurge’
in the category:
80% of mums worldwide rank feeding supplies
as the most important area to invest in.32
More than three-quarters of all mums agree
that milk or infant formula is a category in
which it is well worth buying the best.33
Items relating to transportation – and
consequently safety – came out number one
in the UK and second on the list in Australia
and the US.34
Chinese mums are more likely to report that
keeping their baby healthy and safe is more
difficult than they expected during pregnancy,
as evidenced in a number of global news
stories related to food/product.
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Toys, clothes, accessories and ‘fun’ items are
more vulnerable to the ‘discount-dance’.
Mums with more than one child are especially
discerning - easily able to identify the most
useful products - and this area is largely
considered to be one where parents can save.
Considering the forecasted spending power
of global mums, it is shocking to see that
two-thirds are disappointed with products
purchased during pregnancy, finding them to
be less helpful then they hoped.35

Chapter_06

Which items are worth paying more for?
Total

Australia

China

Colombia

India

U.K.

U.S.

Feeding supplies

79

70

94

90

79

70

71

Transportation equipment

65

75

63

45

53

78

73

Personal care products

64

52

82

76

78

44

52

Educational products

60

37

84

63

77

43

55

Furniture for child

44

33

59

35

51

41

45

Clothes and accessories

37

12

58

37

64

23

25

Toys

31

15

46

19

56

24

25

(e.g., milk/formula, breast pump, ingredients)

(e.g., car seat, stroller)

(e.g., diapers, wipes, shampoo)

(e.g., books, games, classes)

(e.g., crib, changing table)

“Two-thirds of global mums
are disappointed with
products purchased during
pregnancy.”
Budget limitations are still a big concern;
when shopping for their children, budget was
the most important factor to the mothers
surveyed, with quality following a distant
second.
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